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Introduction

1. Other work in this series describes the “Musculoskeletal Health of the Canine for the 

Working Trials agility scale jump” (Bellis).  Other aspects of the Working Trials sport 

such as bite work also exposes the dog to injury, and it is important that the 

rehabilitation specialist understands the forces involved for the individual dog, and 

plans accordingly.  This specialist can guide preparation, then maintenance of the 

canine athlete for Working Trials sport, as well as restore the injured dog to fitness.  

Not only will this give the dog good opportunities for competition, but also long, good 

quality of life; which is as far as possible, injury free and with less stress.  Injury 

prevention is much better than rehabilitation as many tissue types do not return to their 

former optimum strength.  (Bliss Ch3; Zink Carr p228).  Where there is residual pain, 

muscle wastage can result, leading to a cycle of pain and instability and compensatory 

overuse (Freedman p2).  

2. This sport admits all breeds and individual dogs, and some are more suitable than 

others for Working Trials.  The accompanying musculoskeletal study, “The 

musculoskeletal health of the canine for the Working Trials agility scale jump” describes 

the type of conformation required for jumping.  Very briefly the dog should be light in 

build for height, and should have good angulation both in the shoulders and hind limbs, 

though not to an extreme extent.  This will not compromise stability whilst giving lift.  

Equally the feet and nails should be kept well trimmed to avoid accidents, or 

compromise the dog’s conformation (Bellis; Freedman p22)

3. The rehabilitation / prehabilitation plan for the Working Trials dog at all life stages is 

prepared by the rehabilitation specialist in collaboration with the owner / handler.  This 



will guide the owner in specific exercises and activities, specifying the order and time 

schedule; the duration, frequency and intensity.  There should be excellent 

communication ensuring the handler has realistic expectations, and understands the 

commitment required of him / her.  These are bespoke plans for the individual dog, age 

specific and informed by the rehabilitation professionals assessment.  (Zink Carr p227, 

259-260).  

4. Correct nutrition at all stages of life, should support the development of the dog and 

maintenance of health.  Supporting optimum health this could include Omega 3 fatty 

acids, probiotics and joint protective neutroceuticals (Zink Carr p232)

Puppies and Juvenile dogs

5. Strength of posture and core muscles, together with proprioception, should be built 

throughout the dog’s early months and years, and care should be taken to avoid 

excessive pressure on the joints whilst the dog develops.  (Robertson Mead 81-83).  

Only short periods of strength work should be planned, and minimal endurance work.  

Jumping and weaving, in particular, may cause spinal problems  (Zink Carr p260).  

However, some careful weight bearing exercise (ground work) during adolescent 

development can lay down bone strength before this is limited by growth plate closure 

(Tortora p191). This should be very well controlled; progressive, with no repetitive 

stresses (Kramer et al p251-261). 

6. Bones, tendon and ligament insertions are developed concurrently by traction, and 

fitness should be gradually built up, whilst always consolidating (Bliss ch3).                                              

Not only are the growth plates vulnerable to trauma and concussion before maturity, 

damage can also be caused by precocious muscle development in late adolescence, 



and breeds having pronounced musculature are more susceptible (Gower et al 2008).  

In addition to musculoskeletal development, rehabilitation gives stronger neural 

foundations in the adolescent dog (Freedman p2).

7. Balance work is important at an early stage, but should take place on stable surfaces 

with limbs in line to prevents stress on the epiphyses.  Proprioception and Coordination 

development is especially important to prevent accidents at any time, but especially 

when the dog begins to jump.  Exercises can be used to support chiropractic 

adjustments, and to reduce structural conformation faults such as excessive lordosis, 

or one sided tail wagging.  Gentle joint compressions in all legs of young dogs help to 

reduce stress and help concentration.  Careful (p)rehabilitation supports chiropractic 

adjustments to hold, and through positive plasticity reduces the risks of injuries. 

(Freedman p17, p20).

The Adult Dog

8. Jump training should only commence after growth plates are matured accommodating 

any delays from early neutering or developmental issues; and should progress slowly 

and steadily to allow physiological anabolism (Robertson Mead 81-83; Zinc Daniels 

p82; Robertson Mead Ch3).  Some handlers will wish for x ray conformation of growth 

plate closure and absence of structural pathology before jumping (Zink Carr p231).

9. As a young adult, the Working Trials dog can be professionally assessed for strengths 

and weaknesses in conformation; the results of both nature and nurture.  This may 

include an examination, structural evaluation, gait analysis and fitness evaluation.  In 

addition to musculoskeletal quality, eyesight and a well developed neurological system 



is essential.  For those dogs which are not likely to be suitable to jump safely, a frank 

discussion might lead to modification of the handlers aspirations for the dog.  It is also 

very important that the dog should be as lean as possible consistent with good health 

(Zink Daniels p4-6.  Zink Carr p 231).  At this stage, all being well the dog will be at Pet 

Level Fitness, and when the growth plates have closed, (p)rehabilitation plans advance 

to elevate the dog to a canine athlete (Zink Carr p228)

10.The rehabilitation plans written for the dog should have a long term movement related 

goal, an end plan, which leads to restoring, maintaining or promoting best function.  It 

needs to be specific, measurable, acceptable and action oriented, realistic, time based, 

and on completion, progress would be evaluated and reviewed. It is based on the 

specialist’s good physiological understanding and judgement of the particular stresses 

involved in relation to the individual dog.  On successful completion it may be replaced 

with a  maintenance plan to remain competent and injury free  (Kramer p116 - 117)

11. A plan of care progresses all elements of Strength, Endurance, Proprioception, 

Balance and Flexibility, and include skills training.  All of those things, at an excellent 

level, are essential to a canine athlete  (Kramer et al p232).  The plan should specify 

the exercises and the order which they are done and when; together with rest periods.  

Exercises would take place on most days in a week, with cross training, and include 

skill training integral to working trials sport where is relevant to the goal  (Zink Carr 

p227).  Changes may take place throughout execution of the plans and may adapt as 

possible damage and injury and conformation affect it.  Variety and permutations of 

cross training are essential to consolidating improvement in tissues.  Many prescription 

exercises can be performed in odd moments or within the home despite busy lifestyles.



12.Strength training, which is anaerobic resistance training, should exercise the six muscle 

groups divided into thoracic limbs, pelvic limbs and core muscles. Specific muscles 

should be exercised three days a week, there then being adequate rest to restore 

subclinical damage. Core strength is essential for coordination of the limbs and spine 

and for speed reactions (Zink Carr p232).  Many indoor and outdoor strength exercises 

can be used with great variety and can include cross training.  These exercises might 

include jumping; and for the very fit dog, may include plyometrics, bounding on and off 

the ground to build speed and strength and impulsion  (Zink Carr p246).  Muscle 

adapts to exercise or rest very quickly; in contrast to the slow adaptation of the 

myofascia surrounding it.  Fascia adapts slowly and is also very slow to make initial 

changes.  For that reason it is much harder to build up a young dog or one that has not 

trained seriously in the past than to bring a dog back into work after a long rest period.  

An even muscle tone should be created throughout the muscular chains for optimum 

performance, and balance should be achieved between agonist and antagonist 

musculature (Wanless p34).  Strength prehabilitation can ameliorate injury and pain on 

many levels (Freeman p13)

13.Endurance is developed through sustained aerobic exercise.  This should be balanced 

with strength to the same degree that the work being trained for, would balance those 

two qualities.  This is to achieve the best ratio of slow and fast twitch muscle fibres for 

those skills (Freedman p11).  This would mean that the Working Trials dog which 

competed in Patrol Work may require a greater ratio of endurance to strength, to 

prepare for long quarters, and perhaps multiple chases, than the dog competing in 

Tracking Dog competitions only (I Regulations).  However endurance training hones 

not only the respiratory and cardiovascular systems, but also builds and adapts the 

musculoskeletal system, essential for the agility section.  Roadwork trotting is a 



common endurance exercise.  With high duration training, intensity and frequency 

should be low. (Zink Carr p 248-249).

14.Proprioception and balance is essential for any agility or working dog.  It is particularly 

necessary to an excellent standard, for a Working Trials dog to effectively and safely 

negotiate the scale jump.  Climbing six feet, perching on the narrow wall on all four feet 

and then scrambling or jumping down without accident or injury is a very good reason 

to train this conscientiously  (I Regulations).  In addition to exercise, vibration is 

effective in toning the proprioceptor receptors and their nerves, as well as the efferent 

nerves and muscle spindles (Freedman p3).

15.Gait  training is particularly important for the Working Trials dog as it will help the dog to 

judge speed and distance, changes of speed and environment, as well as impact.  This 

is essential for a working trials agility dog, as well as a competitor in the Patrol Dog 

stake who will be required to chase and bite running people.  Together with core 

strength training, this may reduce the level of accidents associated with a fast strong 

dog (Freedman p17)

16.Flexibility exercises are carried out during the warm up and cool down.  Active 

stretches by the dog, mirroring the more intense activity to take place, is a warm up; 

not only to increase mobility, but to reduce or to minimise accidents.  Passive stretches 

by the therapist or handler, are used only in cool down, as it is thought to make the 

tissues sleepy and unstable (Zink Carr p251-252, Freedman p15).  Stretching 

exercises should executed with symmetry in mind, and only with care where stability is 

compromised (Freedman p5).



17.Skill Training is the exercises, and components for Working Trials to develop 

competence in the sport.  Therapeutically, gradually developing competition work is 

ideal protective preparation but should not be used in isolation from other exercises. 

(Zink Carr p253).  With a variety of exercises in agility, obedience, and nosework, 

including tracking, there is some cross training within the discipline.  Tracking, might 

support some strength training to the limbs, and endurance on some occasions, for 

example.  Gradual development of the agility exercises themselves are essential to 

sustain wellness.   Environmental risk assessment should take place to avoid 

accidents, for example jumping on hard or slippery surfaces, or having the dog run 

widely around several obstacles in a quarter rather than frequent hairpin turns.  (Zink 

Carr p252, 255, 258;  I Regulations)

18. It is most important to avoid overtraining.  This will cause to dog to lose performance 

and become susceptible to injury and both physical and mental illness.  In addition to 

strength training specific muscles three times a week, the dog needs a rest day each 

week with only activities of daily living, and should have a month off each year from 

skill training and heavy exercise.  The variables of intensity, duration and frequency 

should be manipulated, but never all high at once.  The jumps, if high for the stage of 

training, should only be jumped once and with adequate recovery rest.  With lower 

jumps repetitions can be increased.  (Zink Carr p258)

The Working Trials dog in Reconditioning and Retirement

19.Where the conditioned sports dog has a transient break with continued activities of 

daily living, full fitness is quickly restored, and can sometimes improve performance. 

However prolonged cage rest causes significant loss of condition, necessitating 

considerable remedial training (Sneddon et al 1989).



20.At retirement, continuation of many of the exercises including the skill work will give the 

ageing dog continuing health and quality of life.  The jumps can either be stopped or 

reduced in height gradually to give ongoing health benefits.  Leaving a long gap then 

resuming jumping competition heights is likely to cause injury.

21.Regular chiropractic treatments at all stages are important to ensure that the joints and 

bones continue to interact in an optimum functional way.  (Freedman)

Reflection

22. Providing comprehensive (p)rehabilitation plans will complement my chiropractic 

treatments targeted to wellness and remedial care, both by helping the adjustments to 

last a longer time, by helping conformation problems, by returning the animal to health 

as quickly and as surely as possible, and preventing reinjury.  This may be full pet or 

athlete function.  It is for this main reason that this course of continuing professional 

development was selected.

23. This course has given me comprehensive techniques to provide exercises to restore 

health and fitness to working horses and dogs, and pets of all kinds, maintaining their 

fitness and promoting optimal function and quality of life.  I am confident that I will give 

sound and reliable advice to my clients.

24.  I have focussed my assignments towards improving the health of my working trials 

clients though my studies in rehabilitation.  These studies will also give me general 

guide on which to base my bespoke rehabilitation plans for my working trials, agility 



and working dog clients.   I hope through this study to improve the care, preparation 

and fittening of working trials competition dogs. 

25. On a wider scale I would use my skills and learning for the benefit of Working Trials 

sport.  For this purpose I have studied the working trials scale jump which has caused 

concerns, due to health and welfare, to some members or ‘would be’ members of the 

sport.  Structured fittening and conditioning programmes under the supervision of a 

rehabilitation therapist may be very helpful.

26. It is important to highlight the value of introducing a chiropractor and rehabilitation 

specialist to the training regimes of working, and working trials dogs. 
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